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Council
To All Members of the Council
Wednesday, 14 July 2021
You are hereby summoned to attend the Meeting of the Council of the Borough of North
Tyneside to be held in Bowling Green - The Parks, Howdon Road, North Shields
NE29 6TL at 6.00 pm on Thursday, 22 July 2021 for the transaction of the following
business.
Agenda
Item
1.

Page(s)

Public Questions

3-4

Three valid questions have been received from a member of the public
for this meeting.
2.

Apologies

3.

To receive any Declarations of Interest
You are invited to declare any registerable and/or non-registerable
interests in matters appearing on the agenda, and the nature of that
interest.
Please complete the Declarations of Interests card available at the
meeting and return it to the Democratic Services Officer before leaving
the meeting.
You are also invited to disclose any dispensation from the requirement to
declare any registerable and/or non-registerable interests that have been
granted to you in respect of any matters appearing on the agenda.

4.

Minutes of the meeting held on 20 May 2021 (previously
circulated)

Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting and receive information about it.
However, in order to enable the meeting to be held in a Covid-secure manner, places for
members of the public are limited. Please email democraticsupport@northtyneside.gov.uk or
call 0191 643 5358 if you wish to attend or require further information.
North Tyneside Council wants to make it easier for you to get hold of the information you need.
We are able to provide our documents in alternative formats including Braille, audiotape, large
print and alternative languages.

Agenda
Item

5.

Page(s)

Motions

5 - 10

Five valid Motions on Notice, signed by at least three Members of the
Council, have been received for consideration at this meeting.
6.

Review of Parliamentary Constituency Boundaries
To consider whether or not to support the initial proposals of the review
of the Boundary Commission for England in relation to the
Parliamentary Constituencies within the North Tyneside Council area.

7.

Chair's Announcements
To receive any announcements by the Chair of Council.

8.

Elected Mayor's Announcements
To receive any announcements by the Elected Mayor.

9.

Questions by Members of the Council
No valid questions on notice have been received for a response at this
meeting.

Yours faithfully

Chief Executive

11 - 22

Agenda Item 1
North Tyneside Council
Report to Council
22 July 2021
Title: Questions by Members of the Public
Notice has been received of the following questions from members of the public to be
put to the Council meeting.

1.

Question to the Elected Mayor from Mr G Spedding of North Shields

What will the Mayor do to develop wards that currently suffer extreme poverty and feel
left behind by North Tyneside Council - such as Chirton Ward and Preston Ward - and if
there will be any further funding allocation to help alleviate poverty in the borough?
2.

Question to the Elected Mayor from Mr J Christie of Wallsend

Within the roles and portfolios assigned to Cabinet members, one of those roles is that
of a Cycling Champion.
As a Council organisation, there is a lot of publicity generated about the role of
Bikeability for school children, and the occasional advertisement of Bikeability courses
for adults too.
Whilst this publicity is welcome, there still appears to be a disconnect between what the
Council perceive what cyclists experience, and the actual reality.
A full, practical, understanding of Bikeability would be of great benefit to any Cycling
Champion of the Cabinet. This would supplement any regular cycling that individual
undertakes in, and around, the Borough.
It would also highlight how seriously the Mayor, and the Cabinet, view Cycling in the
Borough, strengthening the integrity of how the role is viewed by its citizens, and the
cycling community.
Putting to one side the ongoing cycling consultation, please can the Mayor and Cabinet
commit to any current, and future, Cycling Champion to undertake the full, practical,
Bikeability course to Level 3 standard?
3.

Question to the Elected Mayor from Ms P Remfry of Wallsend

Given the Council's commitment, contained in its Local Plan, to building a further
5,000+ homes in the borough over the next 10 years, what plans are in place to ensure
that the carbon emissions from these new homes support the Council's net zero carbon
target for the borough for 2030? Does the Council have plans to ensure that houses
currently being built have higher energy standards than originally planned by the
developers?
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Agenda Item 5
North Tyneside Council
Report to Council
22 July 2021
Title: Motions
Notice has been received of the following motions from Members of the Council to
be put to the Council meeting.
1.

Motion signed by Councillors J Wallace, P McIntyre and S Brockbank

In June last year, Mrs Rose Paterson took her own life, a tragic loss. Suicide is a
preventable death and the Rose Paterson Trust, established in her honour, is
encouraging everyone to undergo a 30 minute online suicide awareness course.
It aims to provide a better understanding of the signs to watch for and the skills
needed to approach someone who may be struggling, whether through social
isolation or suicidal thoughts. It aims to give people the skills and confidence to help
someone who may be considering suicide.
The free course is available on the website zerosuicidealliance.com
We ask the Council to provide an opportunity in work hours for all members of staff
to take this training, so that, should it be necessary, they may be able to help fellow
officers, family, friends and members of the public.
Legal and Financial implications in relation to this Motion will be circulated
prior to the meeting.
2.

Motion signed by Councillors K Barrie, C Johnston and L Bones

Pavements and pothole repairs are some of the most commonly raised issues with
local councillors. All councillors will know how dangerous broken pavements and
potholes can be to pedestrians, cyclists and motorists alike.
North Tyneside Council recently received a £1.8 Million funding boost from Central
Government to fix potholes across the borough. The funding is intended to fix
existing potholes but will also be available for local authorities to undertake longer
term road resurfacing work to prevent potholes from appearing in the first place.
North Tyneside Council currently hold over £67 Million in reserves, of which £20
Million are not ring fenced. With potholes across the borough worsening and
pavement repairs being put on hold, Council asks the Mayor to set up an emergency
pavement and pothole repair fund, match funding Central Government’s contribution,
therefore ensuring North Tyneside get back on top of our crumbling roads and
pavements.
Legal and Financial implications in relation to this Motion will be circulated
prior to the meeting.
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3.

Motion signed by Councillors S Brockbank, L Bones and L Bartoli

Since his election, the Prime Minister has forged ahead with his pledge to recruit
more police officers, with an ambitious target of 20,000. Additionally, the Home
Office has accepted the recommendations of an independent panel to increase the
starting salary of the constables, to make the force an attractive career option.
During lockdown, we have seen reports from residents in North Tyneside relating to
anti-social behaviour in a range of our communities, with the key question being
asked: When will the PCC allocate more of the available resources to our non-urban
policing priorities?
Keeping citizens safe is the first priority of government and ensuring residents get a
good deal in North Tyneside, should be the first priority of this Council.
We call upon the Elected Mayor to write to the PCC and request, as a matter of
urgency, that she allocated more constables to our area to meet the need which is
clearly evident.
Legal and Financial implications in relation to this Motion will be circulated
prior to the meeting.

4.

Motion signed by Councillors M Wilson, P Richardson and C Burdis

North Tyneside Council notes that:
1. The pressure on organisations to pay the right amount of tax in the right place at
the right time has never been stronger.
2. Polling from the Institute for Business Ethics finds that “corporate tax avoidance”
has, since 2013, been the clear number one concern of the British public when it
comes to business conduct.
3. Almost two-thirds (63%) of the public agree that the Government and local
councils should consider a company’s ethics and how they pay their tax as well as
value for money and quality of service provided, when undertaking procurement.
4. Around 17.5% of public contracts in the UK have been won by companies with
links to tax havens.
5. It has been conservatively estimated that losses from multinational profit-shifting
(just one form of tax avoidance) could be costing the UK some £7bn per annum in
lost corporation tax revenues.
6. The Fair Tax Mark offers a means for business to demonstrate good tax conduct,
and has been secured by organisations with a combined annual income of £50bn
and more than 6,500 outlets and premises, including many social enterprises and
co-operatives.
North Tyneside Council believes that:
1. Taxes are very important in ensuring that public services are paid for.
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2. Tax enables us to provide services from education, health and social care, to flood
defence, roads, policing and defence. It also helps to counter financial inequalities
and rebalance distorted economies.
3. As recipients of significant public funding, local authorities should take the lead in
the promotion of exemplary tax conduct; be that by ensuring contractors are paying
their proper share of tax, or by refusing to go along with offshore tax dodging when
buying land and property.
4. Where substantive stakes are held in private enterprises, then influence should be
wielded to ensure that such businesses are exemplars of tax transparency and tax
avoidance is shunned - e.g., no use of marketed schemes requiring disclosure under
DOTAS regulations (Disclosure Of Tax Avoidance Schemes) or arrangements that
might fall foul of the General Anti-Abuse Rule.
5. More action is needed, however, current law significantly restricts councils’ ability
to either penalise poor tax conduct or reward good tax conduct, when buying goods
or services.
6. UK cities, counties and towns can and should stand up for responsible tax conduct
- doing what they can within existing frameworks and pledging to do more given the
opportunity, as active supporters of international tax justice.
North Tyneside Council Calls upon the Mayor to:
1. Approve the Councils for Fair Tax Declaration.
2. Continue to ensure contractors implement IR35 robustly and pay a fair share of
employment taxes.
3. Not use offshore vehicles for the purchase of land and property, especially where
this leads to reduced payments of stamp duty.
4. Undertake due diligence to ensure that not-for-profit structures are not being used
inappropriately as an artificial device to reduce the payment of tax and business
rates.
5. Demand clarity on the ultimate beneficial ownership of suppliers and their
consolidated profit & loss position.
6. Promote Fair Tax Mark certification for any business in which we have a
significant stake and where corporation tax is due.
7. Support Fair Tax Week events in the area and celebrate the tax contribution made
by responsible businesses who say what they pay with pride.
8. Support calls for urgent reform of EU and UK law to enable local authorities to
better penalise poor tax conduct and reward good tax conduct through their
procurement policies.
Legal and Financial implications in relation to this Motion will be circulated
prior to the meeting.
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5.

Motion signed by Councillors E Parker-Leonard, A Newman and C
Johnson

North Tyneside Council Notes:


A ban on evictions was introduced to protect renters from the effects of the
pandemic.



The temporary ban on bailiff-enforced evictions introduced in March 2020 and
has been extended several times since it started. On the 31st May 2021 the
ban on evictions has been lifted.



A recent survey commissioned by The Joseph Rowntree Foundation (JRF)
and conducted by YouGov, reveals clear warning signs that point to a spike in
evictions and homelessness as the ban lifts.



There are 400,000 households already expecting to be evicted currently.



In addition 450,000 households are currently in arrears with rent.



Almost a fifth of this group (18%) have been in arrears for more than four
months (meaning landlords in England will only be required to give four
weeks’ notice of eviction now that the ban has been lifted).

North Tyneside Council Believes:


We believe that unless further support is provided to help those facing
eviction, such as grants or interest-free loans from the government to help pay
off rent arrears, hundreds of thousands of private renters will be at risk of
homelessness. As we head into the autumn, this situation could become even
more acute.



JRF is calling for a targeted package of grants to support renters in arrears,
administered through the existing Discretionary Housing Payment (DHP)
system. The £180m currently available through DHPs this year is nowhere
near sufficient to support the 450,000 renters in arrears. A boost to DHP
payments, together with improved guidance and ring-fenced funding for
arrears, would be sufficient to re-set the housing market and enable renters to
recover economically at pace with the rest of the country.



The Local Government Association (LGA), charities and Labour are uniting to
call on ministers to fulfil a manifesto commitment to end “no-fault evictions”,
which allow landlords to evict tenants without giving a reason.

North Tyneside Council call upon the Mayor to take the following actions to
reduce the effect on the most vulnerable in our society.


To write to the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local
Government, Robert Jenrick MP.



To call for his support with the JRF’s suggestions regarding DHP funding as
stated above.
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To call for the government to issue interest free loans to be introduced for
renters to help pay off arrears.



To call for the government to act on its 2019 commitment to end Section 21
eviction powers which enables no fault evictions.

Legal and Financial implications in relation to this Motion will be circulated
prior to the meeting.
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Agenda Item 6
North Tyneside Council
Report to Council
22 July 2021
Title: Review of Parliamentary Constituency Boundaries
Portfolio(s):

Elected Mayor

Report from Service
Area:

Cabinet Member(s):

N Redfearn

Law and Governance

Responsible Officer:

Bryn Roberts, Director of Law and
Governance

Wards affected:

All

(Tel: (0191)6435339)

PART 1
1.1

Executive Summary:
The Boundary Commission for England (BCE) is currently conducting a review of the
boundaries of all the Parliamentary constituencies in England, and will report to
Parliament on its recommendations for boundary changes in July 2023.
This report outlines the initial proposals of the BCE in relation to the North East, in
particular to the two Parliamentary Constituencies located within the Borough of North
Tyneside, and provides information about the process for consultation on those
proposals.
At its meeting held on 28 June 2021, Cabinet considered the BCE’s proposals in relation
to the North Tyneside and Tynemouth Parliamentary Constituencies and agreed that the
views of full Council be sought before the Elected Mayor responds to the BCE on behalf
of the Authority.

1.2

Recommendation(s):
It is recommended that Council consider whether or not to support the initial proposals of
the review of the Boundary Commission for England in relation to the Parliamentary
Constituencies within the North Tyneside Council area.

1.3

Forward Plan:
This item first appeared on the Forward that was published on 2 July 2021.

1.4

Council Plan and Policy Framework
This report does not directly relate to any of the priorities in the Our North Tyneside Plan.
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1.5

Information:

1.5.1 Background
The Boundary Commission for England (BCE) is an independent and impartial
non-departmental public body which is responsible for reviewing Parliamentary
constituency boundaries in England. The BCE has the task of periodically reviewing the
boundaries of all the Parliamentary constituencies in England.
1.5.2 The 2023 Review
On 8 June 2021, the BCE published its initial proposals for the review of Parliamentary
Constituency boundaries. It is currently conducting a review on the basis of legislative
rules, most recently updated by Parliament in 2020. Those rules specify that
recommendations for new Parliamentary constituency boundaries must be made by 1
July 2023. While retaining the overall number of constituencies across the UK at 650, the
rules apply a distribution formula that results in an increase in the number of
constituencies in England (from 533 to 543). The rules also require that every
recommended constituency across the UK – apart from five specified exceptions (two of
them in England) – must have an electorate that is no smaller than 69,724 and no larger
than 77,062.
The North East region has been allocated 27 constituencies – a reduction of two from the
current number. The proposals leave two of the 29 existing constituencies unchanged.
and 11 with only minor substantive changes of one to two wards.
As it has not always been possible to allocate whole numbers of constituencies to
individual counties, the BCE has grouped some county and unitary authority areas into
sub-regions, based on the relatively recently created combined authorities, which
encompass the entire North East region. The number of constituencies allocated to each
sub-region is determined by the combined electorate of the included authorities.
Consequently, it has been necessary for the BCE to propose some constituencies that
cross county or unitary authority boundaries, but none of the proposed constituencies
cross any combined authority boundaries.
There are currently nine constituencies in the Newcastle upon Tyne, North Tyneside and
Northumberland sub-region, none of which are within the permitted electorate range.
With an electorate of 596,886, the sub-region is entitled to 8.13 constituencies, and has
been allocated eight constituencies, a reduction of one.
In relation to the current constituencies of North Tyneside and Tynemouth which both
have an electorate above the permitted electorate range, the proposals of the BCE are
as follows:
North Tyneside
The constituency would be divided up and its wards allocated between the proposed
Tynemouth constituency (see below) and Newcastle upon Tyne North constituency.
The Newcastle upon Tyne North constituency would comprise five wards within the North
Tyneside Council area - Benton, Camperdown, Killingworth, Longbenton and Weetslade
wards - together with four wards within the Newcastle City Council area - Castle, Fawdon
and West Gosforth, Gosforth and Parklands - with an electorate of 74,087.
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Tynemouth
The Tynemouth constituency would comprise ten wards – Battle Hill, Chirton,
Collingwood, Cullercoats, Howdon, Northumberland, Preston, Riverside, Tynemouth and
Wallsend with an electorate of 76,984.
Whitley Bay and Cramlington
The BCE also proposes the creation of a Whitley Bay and Cramlington constituency that
crosses the Northumberland boundary into North Tyneside.
The constituency would comprise five wards within the North Tyneside Council area Monkseaton North, Monkseaton South, St Mary’s, Valley and Whitley Bay wards –
together with nine wards within the Northumberland County Council area – Cramlington
East, Cramlington Eastfield, Cramlington North, Cramlington South East, Cramlington
Village, Cramlington West, Hartley, Holywell and Seghill with Seaton Delaval – with an
electorate of 74,510.
1.5.3 Cabinet – 28 June 2021
At its meeting held on 28 June 2021, Cabinet considered the BCE’s proposals in relation
to the North Tyneside and Tynemouth Parliamentary Constituencies, but also agreed that
the views of full Council be sought before the Elected Mayor responds to the BCE on
behalf of the Authority.
Cabinet’s views on the proposals, as expressed at that meeting, are summarised below:
Cabinet do not agree with the proposals for the following reasons:
•

The primary aim of the proposals appears to be a numeracy exercise to ensure
constituencies are more equally balanced in terms of voter numbers rather than
recognising the identity and ties of local communities.

•

North Tyneside Council is committed to enabling delivery of sustainable
communities that have a sense of place and identity and protecting the character
and attractiveness of existing communities. The proposals are detrimental to
communities in North Tyneside. The proposed new constituencies will cut across
and split a number of the Borough’s established neighbourhoods and
communities. The proposals ignore local ties, sense of place and identity and will
be disruptive to many communities. For two of the proposed constituencies they
also propose to combine a number of existing wards in the Borough with wards
outside of the North Tyneside area with which they have no connection.

•

The proposed boundaries and constituency sizes do not take into account future
population growth and housing development. With some significant strategic
housing developments expected to be built, for example at Murton Gap,
Killingworth Moor and on the Newcastle side of the proposed Newcastle North
constituency boundary, and the consequent likely growth in population in those
areas, the size of those constituencies will potentially be considerably higher than
the upper limit set for the Boundary Commission’s review.

•

North Tyneside Council has been used to operating with two Parliamentary
Constituencies wholly within its boundary. Under current arrangements the
residents of North Tyneside are well served by having two MPs focussing on the
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issues that have a major impact on the Borough. Under the new proposals the
Borough would be split across three parliamentary constituencies compared to the
current two. The new proposals could cause problems for the Council in liaising
with three separate members of Parliament as well as for MPs in dealing with
more than one local authority and such change would also cause confusion for
residents.
1.5.4 Statutory Procedure for consultation
The BCE is consulting on its initial proposals for an eight-week period, from 8 June 2021
to 2 August 2021. Views can be given initially in writing, and the BCE encourages
responses through its interactive consultation website at www.bcereviews.org.uk
1.5.5 Secondary consultation period
The BCE will publish all the responses it receives on its initial proposals. This publication
will mark the start of a six-week ‘secondary consultation’ period, which is currently
planned to take place in early 2022.
The purpose of the secondary consultation is for people to see what others have said in
response to the initial proposals and to make comments on those views, for example
challenging or supporting what others have said.
Between two and five public hearings will be held in each region where there will be an
opportunity to give views directly to a BCE commissioner. Details of those hearings will
be made available nearer the time.
1.5.6 Development of revised proposals
Once it has all the representations and comments from both the initial and secondary
consultation periods, the BCE will analyse those representations and decide whether
changes should be made to the initial proposals.
If it decides, on the basis of the evidence presented, to change its initial proposals, it
must publish its revised proposals for the areas concerned and consult on them for a
further period of four weeks. This is likely to be towards the end of 2022. When it consults
on its revised proposals there will be no further public hearings. All revised proposals will
be published on the BCE website and an opportunity will be given for people to give
views on the website.
1.5.7 Final recommendations and report
Following the consultation on revised proposals, the BCE will consider all the evidence
received at this stage, and throughout the review, before determining its final
recommendations. When the BCE has decided on its final recommendations for the
whole of England, it then drafts and submits a formal written report to the Speaker of the
House of Commons. The report, which is also published once the Speaker has laid it
before Parliament, contains a description of the review in each region, a textual
description of all the final recommendations, and a set of maps to illustrate the existing
boundaries and those proposed by the final recommendations.
The submission of the formal final report concludes the BCE’s involvement in the
constituency review process. The procedure to subsequently implement new
constituencies is the responsibility of the Government.
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1.6 Decision options:
The following decision options are available for consideration by Council:
Option 1
Agree to the recommendations set out in 1.2.
Option 2
Not agree to the recommendations set out in 1.2.
Option 1 is the recommended option.
1.7 Reasons for recommended option:
Option 1 is recommended for the following reasons:
This will enable the views of the Authority to be submitted to the Boundary Commission
for England by the deadline of 2 August 2021.
1.8 Appendices:
Maps of the proposed boundaries for Newcastle upon Tyne North, Tynemouth and
Whitley Bay and Cramlington constituencies.
Full details of the BCE’s proposals can be found in the link shown under section 1.10 of
the report – Background Information.
1.9 Contact officers:
Bryn Roberts, Director of Law and Governance (Tel. 643 5339)
Dave Brown, Law and Governance (Tel: 643 5358)
Janice Gillespie, Director of Resources (Tel.6435701)
1.10 Background information:
The following background papers/information have been used in the compilation of this
report and are available at the links below:
•

Boundary Commission for England – Review of Parliamentary Constituency
Boundaries
https://boundarycommissionforengland.independent.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2021/06/2021-06-08-Initial-Proposals-North-East-Region.pdf

•

Report to Cabinet 28 June 2021: Review of Parliamentary Constituency
Boundaries

PART 2 – COMPLIANCE WITH PRINCIPLES OF DECISION MAKING
2.1

Finance and other resources
There are no financial or other resource implications arising from this report.
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2.2

Legal
The Parliamentary Constituencies Act 1986 (as amended in 2020) requires the four
Boundary Commissions for the UK to carry out a review of constituencies and to submit
final reports to the Speaker of the House of Commons by 1 July 2023.

2.3

Consultation/community engagement
Details of the consultation process for responding to the BCE’s proposals are contained
in the main body of the report. Full Council will be consulted on the proposals at its
meeting on 22 July 2021 by virtue of this report.

2.4

Human rights
There are no human rights implications directly arising from this report.

2.5

Equalities and diversity
There are no equalities and diversity implications directly arising from this report.

2.6

Risk management
There are no risk management implications directly arising from this report.

2.7

Crime and disorder
There are no crime and disorder implications directly arising from this report.

2.8

Environment and sustainability
There are no environment and sustainability implications directly arising from this report

PART 3 - SIGN OFF
•

Chief Executive

X

•

Director of Service

X

•

Mayor/Cabinet Member(s)

X

•

Chief Finance Officer

X

•

Monitoring Officer

X

•

Assistant Chief Executive

X
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